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Abstract—All modern avionics architecture prefers distributed architecture, in which multiple intelligent systems interact 
to other through a common communication bus. In some of the configurations there will be multiple buses to achieve 
maximum through put. avionics architecture is based on distributed computing where multiple intelligent systems will be 
used for carrying out various activities.OBC are used inavionic system to control the missiles.In this paper controlling the  
periperals UART,MIL-STD1553 and DIP’s/DOP’s in the OBC system for avionic applications.The results will verify 
using xilinx EDK design tools then programing into the vertex 5 FPGA kit. 

 

IndexTerms— UART, MILSTD1553, DIP, DOP, FPGA, OBC, Avionic.  

I.  INTRODUCTION 

 
In recent years, embedded applications have emerged at a faster rate and used in every field of one can think of ranging 

from household products such as microwaves, to automotive products such as air bags sensing and control, to industrial robots 
which employ distributed processing and coordination. Various technologies have been used in the development of embedded 
systems; microcontroller, DSP processor, ASIC, and now FPGA. Embedded systems development involves hardware and 
software components development as they coexist in such systems. The software is unique to a system and varies in complexity 
from system to system and application to application. This peculiar characteristic makes the system development unique and 
challenging. Typically, such system development involves another system on which design and development takes place. 

 
 Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) from Xilinx, through generations of development, have enlarged applications 

area envelope. With the introduction of Virtex-II Pro, Xilinx entered embedded processing area. Through the rigorous 
development of supporting tools and introduction of Virtex-4, Xilinx positioned itself as a major player in the embedded 
applications area. In order to gain higher performance, Virtex-4 architecture was radically improved and Virtex-5.The trend 
is to improve silicon efficiency by porting widely used functions in hard core. Xilinx FPGA families carry hard core and soft 
core processors. The development kits provide hardware/software tools which facilitate implementation of functions, which are 
not yet realized, by embedding them as soft intellectual property in the FPGA[1]. 
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II.  HARDWARE  DESCRIPTION 

 
 
Figure 1. Hardware Block Diagram 
 

A. 16C554:     
 
The 16C554  is a quad Universal Asynchronous Receiver and Transmitter (UART) with 16 bytes of transmit and receive 

FIFOs, selectable receive FIFO trigger levels and data rates of up to 1.5 Mbps. Each UART has a set of registers that provide the 
user with operating status and control, receiver error indications, and modem serial interface controls. An internal loopback 
capability allows onboard diagnostics. 

 
 The 554 QUART provides a solution that supports 16 bytes of transmit and receive FIFO memory, instead of 
one byte in the ST16C454. It  is designed to work with high performance data communication systems, that require fast data 
processing time. Increased performance is realized in the 554 by the larger transmit and receive FIFOs and Receiver FIFO trigger 
level control. This allows the external processor to handle more networking tasks within a given time. This increases the service 
interval giving the external CP additional  
time for other applications and reducing the overall UART 
interrupt servicing time. 

 
B. MIL-STD1553:    

 MIL-STD-1553 is a military standard that defines the electrical and protocol characteristics for a data bus. A data bus is 
used to provide a medium for the exchange of data and information between various systems. 
 

1.  Remote Terminals 

   The remote terminal comprises the electronics necessary to transfer data between the data bus and the 
subsystem. A remote terminal typically consists of a transceiver, an encoder/decoder, a protocol controller, a buffer or memory, 
and a subsystem interface. A remote terminal must follow the protocol defined by the standard. It can only respond to commands 
received from the bus controller.When it receives a valid command, it must respond within a very small, closely defined amount 
of time. If a message doesn’t meet the validity requirements defined, then the remote terminal must invalidate the message and 
discard the data. 

 

2. Bus Controllers 

  The bus controller is responsible for directing the flow of data on the data bus. While several terminals may be capable 
of performing as the bus controller, only one bus controller may be active at a time. The bus controller is the only one allowed to 
issue commands onto the data bus.The bus controller is a function that is contained within some other computer, such as a 
mission computer, a display processor, or a fire control computer. The complexity of the electronics associated with the bus 
controller is a function of the subsystem interface, the amount of error management and processing to be performed, and the 
architecture of the bus controller. 
 

3. Bus monitors 

 
 A bus monitor is a terminal that listens to the exchange of information on the data bus. The standard strictly defines how 
bus monitors may be used, stating that the information obtained by a bus monitor be used “for off-line applications or to provide 
the back-up bus controller sufficient information to take over as the bus controller.” A monitor may collect all the data from the bus 
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or may collect selected data. The reason for restricting its use is that while a monitor may collect data, it deviates from the 
command-response protocol of the standard, in that a monitor is a passive device that doesn’t transmit a status word and therefore 
cannot report on the status of the information transferred. 
 
 
C. HCPL 6651 and PVG612: 

 
 HCPL 6651 is  dual and quad channel, hermetically sealed optocouplers. The products are capable of operation and 
storage over the full military temperature range. Each channel contains a GaAsP light emitting diode which is optically coupled to 
an integrated high speed photon detector. The  
output of the detector is an open collector Schottky clamped 
transistor. 
 
 The PVG612 Series Photovoltaic Relay is a singlepole, normally open solid-state relay that can replace Electromechanical 
relays in many applications. It utilizes International Rectifier’s proprietary HEXFET power MOSFET as the output switch, driven 
by an integrated circuit photovoltaic generator of novel construction. The output switch is controlled by radiation from a GaAlAs 
light emitting diode (LED) which is optically isolated from the photovoltaic generator. 
 

 
D. Virtex 5 FPGA 

 
 The Virtex-5 family provides the newest most powerful features in the FPGA market. Using the second generation 
ASMBL (Advanced Silicon Modular Block) column-based architecture, the Virtex-5 family contains five distinct platforms 
(sub-families), the most choice offered by any FPGA family. Each platform contains a different ratio of features to address the 
needs of a wide variety of advanced logic designs. In addition to the most advanced, high-performance logic fabric, Virtex-5 
FPGAs contain many hard-IP system level blocks, including powerful 36-Kbit block RAM/FIFOs, second generation 25 x 18 
DSP slices, SelectIO  technology with built-in digitallycontrolled impedance, ChipSync source-synchronous interface blocks, 
system monitor functionality, enhanced clock management tiles with integrated DCM (Digital Clock Managers) and phase-
locked-loop (PLL) clock generators, and advanced configuration options. Additional platform dependant features include 
power-optimized high-speed serial transceiver blocks for enhanced serial connectivity, PCI Express compliant integrated 
Endpoint blocks, tri-mode Ethernet MACs (Media Access Controllers), and high-performancePowerPC 440 microprocessor 
embedded blocks. 
 
 

 
Figure 2. virtex 5 FPGA kit 

 
 
 Virtex-5 FPGAs offer the best solution for addressing the needs of high-performance logic designers, high-performance 
DSP designers, and high-performance embedded systems designers with unprecedented logic, DSP,hard/soft microprocessor, 
and connectivity capabilities. The Virtex-5 LXT, SXT, TXT, and FXT platforms include advanced high-speed serial 
connectivity and link/transaction layer capability. 
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III.  SOFTWARE DESIGN 

 
A. Embedded Development Kit (EDK) 

 
 The Embedded Development Kit (EDK) is an integrated development environment for designing embedded processing 
systems. This pre-configured kit includes Xilinx Platform Studio and the Software Development kit, as well as all the 
documentation and IP that you require for designing Xilinx Platform FPGAs with embedded PowerPC hard processor cores 
and/or MicroBlaze soft processor cores. 
 

 
Figure 3  Basic Embedded Design Process Flow 

1. Xilinx Platform Studio (XPS)  

 Xilinx Platform Studio is a key component of the ISE Embedded Edition Design Suite, helping the hardware designer to 
easily build, connect and configure embedded processor-based systems; from simple state machines to full-blown 32-bit RISC 
microprocessor systems. 

2. Software Development Kit (SDK) 
 

The Software Development Kit (SDK) is the Xilinx Integrated Design Environment for creating embedded applications on any 
of Xilinx' award winning microprocessors from Zynq-7000 All Programmable SoCs, to the industry-leading MicroBlaze. SDK is 
the first application IDE to deliver true homogenous and heterogenous multi-processor design and debug. 
      
B. implementation : 

 
1. uart init0( ) 

UartPtr = (unsignedchar*)(0xA1080000); 
*(UartPtr + 3) = 0x80; 
 Delay_ms(10); 
*(UartPtr + 0) = 0x1b;       
Delay_ms(10); 
*(UartPtr + 1) = 0x00;     Delay_ms(10); 
*(UartPtr + 3) = 0x03; 
 Delay_ms(10); 
     
 Here we are crating base address and offcet of uart for channel 0,similarlly for all chnnel 1,channel 2 and channel 3. 
 
2. void BcRtCheck_ChA(WORD Subaddr) 

WORDCHA_BCRT_PASS1,CHA_BCRT_PASS2,CHA_BCRT_PASS3; 
 
 CHA_BCRT_PASS1 = 1; 
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 CHA_BCRT_PASS2 = 1; 
 CHA_BCRT_PASS3 = 1; 
 CHA_BCRT_PASS1 = B0BcotherRTs(BUS_A); 

 if(CHA_BCRT_PASS1 == 0) 
 testdata[2]=0x1111; 
 Prints("A"); 
 else    
 testdata[2]=0x0000; 
 Prints("a"); 
  

 
  Here for mil-std 1553 sending the signals to signals from bc to rt.if it displays capital letter then it is working 
properlly with asigned address,else it is smal letter then not working properlly then it assigned with zero  address. 
 

3. for(ChannelNum=0;ChannelNum<18;Chan nelNum++) 
     CountON =0; 
     CountOFF =0; 
 for(i=0;i<MAX_DIP_CHANNEL;i++) 
 databuff_tx[i]=0xdeadbeaf; 
 WriteDOP(ChannelNum,DOP_ON); 
 for(i=0;i<800;i++) 
 Delay(10000);  
  if(ChannelNum < 10) 
   
 If the chennel no is less then 10  it reads the  coresponding channel. 
 
 if((databuff_tx[ChannelNum]==0)  &&   (databuff_tx[ChannelNum+10]== 0)) 
 StatusON = StatusON + 1; 
 testdata[ChannelNum+2]=0x1111  
 StatusON=0; 
 testdata[ChannelNum+2]=0x0000; 
  

 
Dop chanell is enable when intrept flag is zero. 
If the data sends it shows capital letter else small letter. 
 

IV.  RESULTS 
 
 Selecting the board specifictions in XPS for embedded hard ware system design.it generates the file is saved in required 
location.then lanch the harware design in SDK,connect the FPGA to the pc then programing into the FPGA through the by 
loading the generated file,verifying the operation in hyperterminal.The below figure shows the programming into the FPGA. 
 

 
+ 

Figure 4.  programing into the FPGA 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
 

            The proposed system describes implementing peripherals UART, MIL1553, DIP and DOP. Design of peripherals used in 
avionic system to reduce time and power consumption. These results are helpful for common peripherals miniaturizing the system 
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and helps in designing the systems easily with minimal effort and time. This can be used as a common platform for most of the 
Avionics System Designs. 
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